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G. S. Fraps, Chemist. I 
last several years, a number of analyses of Texas soils have 
een maue by the Chemical Section of the Texas Experiment Station. 
'he samples have been collected in a systematic way, and represent dcfinite 
reas and types of soils in the State. Most of the samples represent the 
ypes of soils in areas surveyed by the Bureau of Soils of the United States 
partment of Agriculture, the samples being furnished by that Bureau 
this Station. 
In addition to the chemical analyses, tests for deficiencies were made 
pot experiments on sowe of the soils, and some were also treated with 
vents to determine the active plant food present. This work, i t  is believ 
3ws, to a large extent, the properties and deficiencies of the soils studj 
is work, while of particular interest to the counties represented, is a 
general interest, since many of the soils represented are widely ( 
buted in the State. 
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What Constitutes Soil Fertility. 
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In order for a soil to be fertile, a number of conditions I a v v L a r r l G  
2 life of the plant must be fulfilled. The largest crop is secured when e 
these conditions has rsached its most favorable (or optimum) posit 
d the farther any one or more of them departs from'the optimum, 
ialler is the resulting crop. The size of the crop depends upon the ( 
'ion which is  farthest from the optimum. 
We will discuss, briefly, these conditions. They are, 
tter, space, physical condition of soil, and plant food. 
Temperature. A favorable temperature is necessary for plant grox 
t a s  temperature is little subject to control, except on a limited sc 
3 will not discuss i t  here. 
Water. Water is a very important factor in crop production. In or 
produce the largest crop, the soil must possess a certain amount of wa 
~d the size of the crop is lessened if the amount of water decreases 
creases beyond this point; that is, if the soil becomes too wet or too I 
The amount of water most favorable to the crop depends upon tHe nal 
the soil and the kind of  crop. A clay soil requi.res more water than a 
.ndy soil, but a t  the same time the clay soil has a greater power of hold- 
g water. The deeper the roots can penetratesinto the soil, the greater is 
L U ~  amount of water placed a t  their disposal. 
The quantity of water in the soil a t  any given time depends upon 
.infall, the location and character of the soil, and the treatment i t  
~ceived. Cultivation after a rain, by breaking up the crust, and forn 
R dust mulch, prevents loss of water by evaporation. 
A soil that is naturally wet is not suitable for most cultivated cr 
)me soils are naturally too porous and open to retain sufficient water 
le maximum production of a crop. In such event, no matter how II 
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izer i s  applied, the production cannot be forced beyond a yield depend 
lpon the amount of water a t  the disposal of the plant. I t  must not b 
~t ten,  then, that water i s  an  essential element in soil fertility, azd a' 
vorable condition as  regards water will reduce the size of the crop. 
Space. The largest individual plant is  secured when the plant has th  
aum amount of space a t  its disposal, for the extension of both foliag 
roots; by increasing the number of plants per acre, the size of th  
Xual  plant is decreased, but the crop is  increased up to a certai. 
point, on account of the increase of the number of plants. Beyond thi 
point there is decrease, on account of over-crowding. 
The space afforded to the roots depends upon the  distance betwee 
the plant and the depth of the soil. Not only is  the amount of space increa 
ed as  the soil is  made deeper, but the water and plant food presented 1 
the roots increase with the bulk of soil which they can penetrate. For th 
reason, the depth of the soil is an  important factor in its fertility. Tk 
depth of the soil may be increased by proper methods. 
Physicaj Condition. The physical condition of the soil determines t h  
amount of water which it  absorbs and holds, and also the penetration of a 
into it. Air is necessary both for roots of plants and for changes in th 
soil essential to its productiveness. 
The physical condition of a soil depends upon its physical compositio~ 
its chemical composition, and the treatment to which i t  has been subjectec 
Plant Food. The plant takes up a number of things from the so 
through its roots, some of which a re  essential to its proper growth 
and development. If these substances are withheld, the plant ceases to 
grow. The essential substances taken from the soil a re  as  follows: 
Phosphoric Acid, 
Nitrogen, 
Potash, 
Lime, 
Magnesia, 
Sulphur, 
Iron, 
Chlorine, 
A large number of experiments have shown that practicaliy all soi 
contain an abundance of all these substances for the production of larg 
crops, with the exception of the following: phosphoric acid, potash, nitr 
gen, and lime. That is to say, soils may not contain sufficient phosphor 
acid, potash, nitrogen or lime; if the element lacking is supplied in a sui 
able form, the crop will be increased. Lime, however, is  needed by the so 
rather than by the plant. 
The object of fertilizers is  to supply phosphoric acid, nitrogen or  potasl 
or mixtures of these, in such forms that plants can take them up I 
Soils may contain sufficient plant food to  produce a number 
but because the crop is removed and sold, taking the plant food v 
store in the soil i s  gradually depleted. 
Active Plant Food. A soil to be fertile must contain not only sufficicr 
t food, but the plant food must be in such forms that  the plant can tak 
I. We apply the term "active" to the plant food which can be taken u 
lo plant. 
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A soil which has recently been placed in cultivation usually contains 
ugh "active" plant food to produce a good crop. A poor soil-will decrease 
productiveness in a few years, while a good soil will continue to yie 
fitably for many years. In the first case, the supply of active plant fol 
lot sufficient for a good crop, while in the second case, the active -pla 
1 continues to be present in  necessary quantity. The poor soil may ev 
liderable amounts of plant food, but , is  unproductive 
)f one or more forms of "active" plant food. 
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Causes of Small Crops Due to the Soil. 
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Recognition of tut: p ~ e b e ~ ~ t :  i t ~ u  nature oi causes of a a u a u  brop 
may enable us to counteract them. Deficiencio iditions are 
due to physical and to chemical causes. 
Physical Causes. A soil may be limited i ; hard -pan, 
rock, or an  impervious subsoil; i t  may be too porous or too stirr, too wet 
too dry, too cold or too shallow; i t  may be unfavorably located. These cc 
ditions all affect the size of the crop. 
Soils limited in depth by water, or which are too wet, are  relieved 
suitable drainage. Cold soils a re  usually wet, and become warmer wh,, 
drained. Shallow soils may be made deeper by gracually ploughing a little 
deeper each year, or they may often be improved by subsoil ploughing. 
Porous and stiff soils a re  benefitted by organic matter, such a s  manure 
or green crops, which makes the porous soils less porous and the stiff so 
less stiff. Lime may improve clay soils by making them less stiff and mc 
easily worked. 
By proper methods of cultivation, water can under some conditions - -  
stored and conserved in the soil, so as  to render possible the production of 
crops without irrigation in some regions of little rain-fall. We cannot go 
into a detailed discussion of these physical causes of low crop yields, and 
the methods for their prevention. 
Chemical Causes of Deficiencies. The chief chemical causes of dl 
cient crops which may exist in a soil, a re  a s  follows: 
Acidity 
A 1 kali 
iciency of active plant food. 
iciency in active lime. 
iciency in active organic mater. 
Acid soils contain free organic or inorganic acids,which give them an acid re- 
action. They may be recognized by the fact that  they turn blue litmus pa- 
per red, Most crops are injured by acidity, although, there are some, such 
as  cranberries, which do best in an  acid soil. Acidity is  corrected by ap- 
:ation of lime to the soil. The a m ~ u n i  of lime needed depends upon the 
ent of the acidity. 
Alkali soils contain soluble salts, such a s  sulphate of soda, chloride of 
,,,a, and carbonate of soda. The last named is  the most injurious; when i t  is  
present, the soil has a dark color and is  said to contain black alkali. If 
there is  not too much alkali present, some crops may be ,"ror:n upon the land; 
efi- 
but if there is too mucl . be removed if the land i s  to become of any 
value. 
Deficiency of active ptanr rood. A soil must C ~ ~ ~ L ~ I I I  bullicient active plant 
food for the production of the crop. I t  does not matter how much total plant 
food may be present, if there is a deficiency of active phosphoric acid, potash, 
or nitrogen, the crop suffers. 
The amount of active plant food in the soil depends upon the nature of 
the soil, and the conditions surrounding it. Often the amount of active plant 
food is proportional to the total plant food, but this is  not always the case. 
The presence of sufficient moisture, and vegetable matter, appear to aid in the 
maintenance of a supply of active plant food in the soil. A "run down" 
soil may often be brought up by increasing the activity of the aqpllcies 
~ ~ l i i c h  make inactive plant food active. 
Deficiency in Active Lime. When a soil receives benefit ,from lime it 
is usually considered to be an acid soil, but this is not always the case. - 4 ~ -  
tive lime has a beneficial effect upon the soil in several ways. I t  aids in 
nitrification, or the production of .nitrates (active nitrogen) from organic 
bodies containing nitrogen. I t  appears to render phosphoric acid active. 
Soils which contain an abundance of lime and a low percentage of phosphoric 
acid retain their fertility longer than those which are deficient in  lime with 
larger amounts of phosphoric acid. Lime also improves the physical pro- 
perties of clay soils, making them more easily tilled, and 1ess.sticky. I t  aids 
in maintaining a supply of active potash in the soil. 
Deficiency in Organic Matter. Soils which a re  subjected to such meth- 
ods of cultivation that the organic matter in them diminishes, eventually 
decrease in fertility. The organic matter contains a store of nitrogen, 
which is exhausted as  the organic matter becomes less. The organic mat- 
ter also presents favorable conditions for the growth of microscopic organ- 
isms, (bacteria) which aid in maintaining a supply of active plant food in 
the soil. The organic matter makes the soil more retentive of moisture, and 
has a favorable effect upon the physical character of the soil, rendering clay 
soils less stiff, and sandy soils less porcus, and more retentive of moisture.For 
these reasons, it  is  important to maintain a favorable amount of organic 
matter in the soil. 
. Maintaining Soil Fertility. 
If a soil is already fertile, in order to maintain its fertility, tL, A, , , x -  
able conditions must be retained. 
First, the organic matter present should not be allowed to fall 
but the losses which take place during cultivation should be res 
means of barn yard manure, or by ploughing under green crops. 
Second, a sufficient supply of active lime must be maintained. Lime is  
lost in the crop which is  carried away, and in the water which passes 
through the soil. If a sufficient quantity of active lime is not maintained, 
the soil will produce a smaller quantity of active plant food each year and 
will decrease in fertility, and it  may also become acid. Some crops require 
more active lime than others. 
Third, a sufficient quantity of active phosphoric acid, potash, and nitro- 
gen must be maintained in the soil. There are soils in which this can be 
done for a time by thorough cultivation, the use of green crops, and the pre- 
L I l e  
f er- 
vention or losses of active plant food a s  far a s  possible; but eventually 
fertility of the soil cannot be maintained without the use of manures or 
tilizers. 
Active plant food is lost from the soil in two ways: First, i t  is t a  
up by the crop, and removed with i t ;  and, second, i t  is  lost by leaching. 
A portion of the plant food remains in the straw, leaves and other by-products 
of the crop; and if these a re  saved and returned to the soil, the loss through 
the removal of the crop, is  correspondingly decreased. 
The losses of plant food per acre, due to crops, vary according to 
size of crop, etc., but approximate values for cultivated crops are givec 
the following table: 
ken 
the 
I in 
Table No. 1.-Plant Food Removed by Crop, in Pounds Per Acre. 
Phosphor- 
ic Acid Nitrogen 
Corn, 40 bu. corn and cob.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 38 
Wheat, 25 bu. ................................. 13 2 9 
Oats, 40 bu. .. .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 2 5 
Cotton, 250 lbs. lint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.1 0.8 
Potatoes, Irish, 100 bu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 20 
Potatoes, sweet, 200 bu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 0 2 8 
Alfalfa, 4 tons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50 183" 
Sorghum, 3 tons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 9 84 
Sugar Cane, 20 tons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 153 
Onions, 3,000 1bs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 7 2 
Rice, (1,900 lbs.) ............................ 12 23 
* A portion of this nitrogen comes frcm the air. 
Potash 
13 
8 
7 
0.7 
36 
7 2 
143 
134 
44 
72 
5 
In addition, the following amounts of plant food are lost if the by-pro- 
ducts of the crop are not returned to the soil. 
Table 2-Plant Food in By-Products of Crops in Pounds per Acre. 
Phosphoric Nitrogen Potash 
acid 
Cotton (seed, 500 Ibs.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  7 lbs. 16 lbs. 8 lbs 
Cotton (stalk and leaves) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 " 32 " 23 " 
Corn (stalk and leaves). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 " 22 " 29 " 
Wheat (straw) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 " 13 " 14 " 
Oats (straw) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 " 10 " 21 " 
Rice (2250 lbs. straw) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 " 14 " 37 " 
1 
If the by-products are burned, and the ashes returned to the soil, only 
the nitrogen is  lost, but nitrogen is  the most expensive. kind of plant food. 
Plant food is  also lost from the soil in the water which passes through 
it. Phosphoric acid is lost in this way to a small extent, potash somewhat 
more, but the greatest loss is nitrogen, which is washed from the soil in 
the form of nitrates and ammonia. Often more nitrogen is lost by washing 
from the soil than is  taken up by the crop. 
It  is  obvious that plant food cannot be continuously lost from the soil 
without a decrease in fertility sooner or later. All, or a portion of the loss, 
must be restored in order to maintain the soil in  a fertile condition. 
Plant Food can be Restored to the Soil in Several Ways: 
(1) B y  Aanure. Manure contains a portion of the plant food whicl 
is fed to the animals. There is  always some loss in its collection and pres 
ervation, and unless a quantity of feeding stuffs are p , manurc 
alone cannot maintain the fertility of the soil. Manur wever, o 
benefit to the soil by virtue of the organic matter whic' .aim, anc 
it  should be preserved and utilized a s  thoroughly as  possible. 
(2)  B y  leguminous crops. Leguminous crops have the power of taking 
up nitrogen from the air, and fixing i t  so that  i t  is  of value to other plants. 
IT, then, leguminous crops such as  cowpeas, alfalfa, clover, peanuts, beans, 
etc., are grown they secure a portion of their nitrogen from the air, and add 
to the fertility of the soil, if ploughed under. The roots and stubble also add 
to the fertility of the soil; but, perhaps, the most effective way of using legu- 
minous crops, is to feed them, save the manure carefully, and use i t  on 
t h ~  soil. 
Every farmer should grow leguminous crops a s  extensively as  possible, 
for his own use in feeding, or  for sale, or  for ploughing under. The import- 
ance of these crops will become greater and greater a s  the nitrogen in the  
soil decreases. Nitrogen is  the most expensive kind of fertilizer, and, so 
far as  possible, i t  should be secured from the air and not by purchase in 
feeding stuffs or  fertilizers. 
Leguminous crops do not add to the store of phosphoric acid or potash in 
the soil, and may indeed require these fertilizers to effect their best growth. 
However, the organic residues which they leave may aid in r e~de r ing  inac- 
tive potash or phosphoric acid active. 
(3) B y  Fertilizers. Fertilizers may contain phosphoric acid, nitrogen, 
and :lotash, irk active forms, and are used to sup;;le:~-snt the active p1a1.t foot1 
of the soil. (For a discussion of fertilizers, see Bulletin 96, of this Station.) 
use 
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Increasing Soil Fertility. 
Before attempting to increase the productiveness of the soil, i t  is advis- 
able to ascertain the cause of its low crop value, if possible, and then take 
t l ~ e  proper measures to overcome these causes. 
Low productiveness may be due to a number of causes, such as  we have 
already pointed out under the discussion of soil deficiencies. I t  may be due 
to the climate or location of the soil. The soil may be too shallow, too por- 
ous, too wet, too dry; i t  may be acid in character, or contain alkali; or it 
may be deficient in  plant food. The general methods of increasing soil fer- 
tility are as  follows: 
Acid Soils must be treated with lime to correct the acidity, unless crops 
--L'3h are not injured by acidity are to be grown (such as  cranberries). 
Organic Matter, if present in small quantity, should be increased by the 
of manure or by ploughing under green crops. In the latter event, i t  
be necessary to use a fertilizer containing phosphoric acid and potash 
to secure a good growth. The crop selected should be some leguminous crop, 
whi17h vi l l  not only ad& crganic matter to the soil, but will also take nitro- 
gen from the air and thus increase the store of this valuable plant food in 
the sril. 
The organic matter improves the physical character of the soil, and in- 
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3r use of green crops and many poor and unproductive 
soilr en increased greatly in ferti green crops are often plant- 
ed .r.ubxx .,,, crop i s  laid by; for examl;llc;, L ~ ~ ~ p e a s  are often planted in this 
between ,s of corn. 
Active P d should be increased, first, from the stores in the sc 
;he use o :rops and manures, and second, by the use of commc 
fertilize] hpt for truck crops, and other crops of high value p 
5, the farmer should endeavor to secure all the nitrogen that he nee 
a the air, and he should purchase only phosphoric acid and potash in tl 
a of commercial fertilizers. 
The best fertilizers to be used depends upon the character of the soil, a1 
I be grown. 
Chemical Analysis of Soils. 
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The chemical analysis of a soil must be taken in connection with 
wledge of its location, depth, drainage conditions, permeability to wat 
air, and, if possible, its productiveness. Without consideration of the ot 
-- -actors which influence the fertility of the soil, the chemical compositic 
may not lead to satisfactory conclusions. We must also remember that tl 
same general type of soil varies somewhat in composition, physical propc 
ties, and productiveness within a given area, and also that different metho, 
-' 'arming may cause considerable differences in soils originally the same. 
Chemical examination of a soil may be made in several ways: 
(1) By complete decomposition of the soil. In this process, a determi 
n of the ,total amount of each ingredient is made. The writer is of tl 
lion that the results of such analyses a re  not a s  valuable as  those E 
?d by the method which follows. 
(2) By partial decomposition of the soil with strong acids. This met 
-, using hydrochloric acid of 1.115 sp. gr. is the official method of the A 
sociation of Official Agricultural Chemists, and was used in the work d 
scribed in this bulletin. I t  is believed that this method gives valuable infc 
mation as to the wearing qualities of the soil, and also some indications as  
the causes of low crop yields, or of decrease in productiveness. As befo 
ed, the chemical analysis must be considered in connection with tl 
tion, depth and other properties which affect the fertility of the soil. 
( 3 )  By partial decomposition with weak solvents. These methods : 
---pt to indicate the deficiency of the soil a t  the time of the analys: 
se  methods are now under study by the Texas Experiment Station, a1 
ements with regard to the results will be made later. 
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Value of Chemical Analyses. 
The interpretation of a chemical analysis unaccompanied by knowledj 
he other soil conditions which affect its fertility may be unsatisfacto. 
large proportion of cases. A careful interpretation of results with the a 
he knowledge referred to, may sometimes be disappointing, but i s  mo 
n correct. Analyses of miscellaneous samples of soils is  also of le 
.e than systematic studies of definite areas. Analyses of virgin soil 
o r  soils which have not been long under cultivation, or  treated with fertili- 
zers, are more likely to yield a satisfactory interpretation than ,analyses of 
soils whose properties have been modified by long-continued cultivation, o r  
by applications of fertilizers. I t  cannot be expected that  chemical analysis I 
soils will always give satisfactory interpretation; there will be exceptions 
the rule, but the rule should hold in the majority of cases. 
Chemical analysis of soiIs with strong acids gives us information wil 
regard to the wearing qualities of the soil, under a given system of croppin 
and indicates what deficiencies are liable to exist, or to be produced later 
Chemical analysis of a soil with strong acids, together with other i 
- fcrmation concerning the scil, should aid us in applying the results secure 
by field experiments in one locality on a given type of soil, to other localitit 
and to other types of soil. I t  is well known that the results of field exper 
ments with fertiligers are applicable only to the same types of soils undt 
sinlilnr conditions and with similar chemical composition, and may, or ma 
not, be applicable to other types of scils. Chemical analysis, and the cthc 
infcrmation referred to, should aid us in applying knowledge secured 1: 
such field experiments ancl by experience to the same type of soils locate 
in different sections of tLe state, and even to different types of soil from 
those under experiment. 
Interpretation of  Chemical Analyses. 
The chemical analyses made with strong acid presented in this bulleti 
are interpreted by the aid of the standards of Dr. E. W. Hilgard, and we hav 
found that the chemical analysis 'interpreted in this way is, in general, i 
accord with the productiveness, and wearing qualities, of the soils as  repor 
ed by the field agents of the Bureau of Soils. I t  appears probable that chem 
cal analysis of this kind, on the character of soils which we have s~udied,  i
cf more permanent value than the estimation of the active plant food a 
any given time. The latter determination may show the immediate need 
o?' the soil, which may vary from time to time, according to the treatmen 
which the soil receives. The analysis with strong acids appears to s h o ~  
the permanent strength or weakness of the soil, particularly its wearin. 
qualities. The active plant foocI in a good soil may be increased by apprc 
priate treatment; but in a poor soil, while the increase may be effective 
for a time, only additions of plant foocl can give a permanent increase in 
procluctiveness. We are therefore inclined to believe that chemical analysis 
of soils with strong acids is, a t  least, equally a s  valuable as  the estimatior 
of the active plant food present a t  any given time. We may eventuall: 
secure a method which gives the quantity of active plant foocl in the soil 
that is, the quantity which can be utilized by a given crop. But the activc 
plant food varies according to the conclitions to wl?ich the soil is subject2d 
it  is possible to increase the active plant food in a good soil, so that i 
passes from an unprocluctive to a productive condition, by the use of organic 
matter, manure and proper cultivation. The active plant focd, therefore 
is variable and depends upon the treament of the soil, ancl its composi 
tion. The determination of active plant food is, therefore, of more or lest 
temporary value. 
The analysis with strong acids shows us the total quantity of plan1 
food which may become available; the active plant food cannot be increase(' 
3yond a certain proportion of this quantity. If, therefore, the total qua,,- 
ty of plapt food is  small, the soil cannot be increased in fertility, to any 
-eat extent, without external supplies of active plant food, and if its fer- 
lity is increased without this addition, the fertility cannot last long, because 
tne supply of food in the soil will be exhausted. The total plant food chang 
slowly, the active plant food is  subject to larger variations. A soil whi 
contains a good supply of plant food may be increased in crop value wh 
run-down, but if the supply of food is  small, this cannot be done. T 
lalysis of the soil by strong acids, therefore, indicates the wearing q 
es of a soil, and its capabilities under suitable treatment. 
Chemical Analysis With Weak Solvents. 
uali- 
The  object of the chemical analysis with weak solvents is  to deterr 
le active phosphoric acid and potash in the soil, and thereby ascer 
hich of these the soil needs immediately, and also the quantity the] 
number of solvents have been proposed, such as  1 per cent citric sc: 
-5 hydrochloric or nitric acids, N-200 hydrochloric acid, and others, t 
ost promising of which appear to be the 1 per cent citric acid and I\ 
tric acid. The subject, however, requires considerably more investigati 
?fore we can be able to tell exactly what- is the significance of the dis- 
dved material. The matter is further complicated by the fact that plants 
ffer in their need of plant food, and in their power of extracting i t  from 
le soil. 
This method of analysis is under investigation by the Texas Experiment 
;ation. The work is not completed or ready for publication, but so far as  
losphoric acid is concerned, in the different areas of the State examined. 
~ c r -  ordcr of the soil fertility as  found by pot experiments is the order of 
le percsntages of phosphoric acid dissolved by N-5 nitric acid. Whetha; 
 is fact will hold in the experiments now under way, remains to be dem- 
~s t ra tcd ,  but a t  present i t  appears likely that the fifth-normal nitric acid 
ethocr, or some modification, will give valuable results so far as  indicating 
1Hc;ency of phosphoric acid is  concerned. 
Pot Experiments. 
nine 
tain 
:eof. 
Pot experiments, if properly conducted, are adapted to show the defi- 
encies of the soil in phosphoric acid, nitrogen, potash, or lime. In con- 
icting such experiments, i t  is  important that each pot in the series should 
'ceive similar treatment, and be under the same conditions. 
The plants should be allowed to grow to maturity, if possible, and em- 
lasis should not be placed upon slight differences in the weight of the 
'op, since duplicate pots may differ to a small extent. 
In the pot experiments which we have conducted, pots were used 
inches in diameter and 8 inches tall, with a side-tube 1 inch in diameter. 
he side tube connects in the interior of the pot with a semi-circular sheet 
zinc, with notches cut in the side. The pots are brought to equal weight 
with gravel (about 2 lbs.) and filled with the soil, which has been passed 
though a 2-mm sieve. The pots were maintained a t  a constant water con- 
tent, by weighing, and adding water about three times a week. The first 
series of experiments were carried on in a glass house belonging to the 
Horticultural Department. The second series was on trucks cov- 
ered with wire mosquito netting. We are now using a house covered with 
canvas. 
In order to ascertain the effect of a given food, we compare the crop 
with all food except this food, with a crop with a complete mixture. These 
tests have been made on a number of Texas soils, and will be described 
in their proper places. 
The pot-tests which we have made give the immediate needs for plant 
food of the soils which we have examined. Some of these samples were 
from virgin soils, and some were from land which had been a long time 
under cultivation. Because of these facts, and because of the fact that the 
a,ctive plant food in a soil depends to some extent upon the treatment which 
it, receives, we cannot be certain that  the deficiencies revealed by a test  
on a single sample of a given type prevail generally for that  type ili the 
area given. For the same reason, the pot tests cannot be expected to agree 
always with the conclusion drawn from the analysis with strong acids, since 
the active plant food has been reduced in some of the soils, and has not 
in others. 
A general conclusion can however be drawn from our pot experiments. 
As a general rule, Texas soils respond to fertilization with phosphoric acid 
first; nitrogen, second; and potash,least and last of all. There are excep- 
tions to this rule, of course, but for most of the soils we have examined, 
the rule appears to hold. 
' The U. S. Soil Survey. 
The samples of soils analyzed in this work were sent to us by the 
field agents of the Bureau of Soils of the United States Department of 
Agriculture, through the kindness of the _Chief of the Bureau, Prof. Milton 
Whitney, to whom our indebtedness is  hereby acknowledged. 
The soils of a given area are classified into different types by the field 
agents, according to color, depth, physical character of soil and subsoil, 
origin and other characteristics. Soils of the similar origin and character. 
but differing in physical composition, are grouped together in series. Where 
possible, soils of one area are brought into relation with those of other 
areas, and similar names are given for similar types. 
The different types of soil represented in each area are mapped, and 
the maps, together with a description of the area and the properties and 
characteristics of the soils, are  published by the Bureau of Soils. These 
publications have to do entirely with the physical character of the soil, and 
information collected by the field men. The maps and descriptions of the 
different areas can be secured by application to your Senator or representa- 
tive in Congress, or to the Secretary of Agriculture. 
General Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Some Soil Types. 
The series of soils we have subjected to study and which appear in two 
or more of the areas here described, a re  six in number. We will here 
describe the general characteristics of these soils, and discuss the relation 
between their chemical composition in different areas. These types do not 
by any means represent all the kinds of soils found in Texas. Some very 
fertile soils are not represented. 
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Norfol,, vv,,=. LucoG l r e u t ,  bvlv,Gu urlcGuu oaLluJ u v ~ l s ,  with a yel- 
)w clay or sandy clay subsoil, usually with good drainage. The most im] 
nt truck soils of the coastal plain a re  included in these soils. 
Of the areas under study, the Norfolk soils a re  found in Ander 
[ouston, and Bexar counties. They are widely distributed in the Eas 
ar t  of the State. 
Chemical Characteristics. The Norfolk soils from wide 
reas are strikingly similar in chemical composition. They are 
y a high content of insoluble material, and a low percentage of phospl 
cid and nitrogen, being generally deficient in these forms of plant j 
inie and potash are also low, but often sufficient. Organic matter is 
he average composition of the Norfolk soils is given in Table 3. 
These soils should respond to fertilization with phosphate fertilizers, anll 
also nitrogen. In some of them the use of potash and lime would be advis- 
able. Organic materiaI, such a s  green crops plowed under, and stable ma- 
nure, have a very beneficial influence upon these soils. These soils are 
sry much benefited by leguminous crops which take nitrogen from the a 
Orangeburg Soils. The Orangeburg soils are gray to brown up 
As ,  with a red or yellowish clay sandy subsoil. The red color of 
lbsoil distinguishes the Orangeburg soils from the Norfolk soils. 
?d soils appear to be more productiire and are generally stronger than 
~rresponcling soils of the Norfolk series. The Orangeburg soils are wi 
istributed, especially in East Texas. 
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A B L E  3 A V E R A G E  PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION O F  SOME T E >  
SOIL  SERIES. 
Korfolk Orangeburg Lufkin Susque- Houston Yaz 
series series series hanna series seri 
series 
hosphoric Acid .02 .05 .02 .03 .06 . l l  
itrogen . . . . . . . .  .05 .06 .05 .07 .14 .OS 
otash . . . . . . . .  . I2  .37 . l l  .22 .34 .39 
ime . . . . . . . . . .  .08 .40 .39 .31 ... 6.87 
isoIuble and 
Soluble Silica 96. 90. 94. 88. ... 62. 
Chemical Characteristics. Tbe Orangeburg soils are somewhat r 
~ r i ab l e  in composition than the Norfolk soils, particularly in insol 
latter, but the resemblance between the soils of different areas is still 
riking, especially if similar grades are compared. The Orangeburg soils 
-e better supplied with plant food than the Norfolk soils, particularly phos- 
,boric acid, and this is in accordance with the fact above noted that Oran-- 
bmg- scils are stronger and mere durable than Norfolk soils.The conter 
phosphoric acid and nitrogen in these soils is, however, very low, and ~r 
of them are deficient in these forms of plant food, or will shortly becorn( 
T~ respect to lime and potash, the supply is somewhat better. These soils 
:ntain a lcw content of organic matter. Table 3 gives the average c o ~  
tion of the Orangeburg soils. 
Lufkin ,soils. The Lufkin scils are gray with heavy ,very imperv 
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LC gray and mottled subsoils. These soils are generallv lower In agrl 
ral value than the Norfolk and Oral ;oils perf ,ccount o 
ature of the subsoils. These soils ~d in Ho'  mar, an( 
s Counties, of the areas studied: 
:hemica1 Characteristics. The Lufkin soils are constantly low in phos 
c acid and nitrogen, and variable in lime. They resemble the NorfolI 
in their composition, and their lower crop value is  probably due to tht 
e of the subsoil. These contain a small amount of organic matter. 
bsquehanna series. These are gray and brown surface soils w 
c mottled subsoils. They differ from the Lufkin series in thc 
dl.. They are generally of low productiveness. 
;hemica1 Characteristics. As the Susquehanna soils were found in on13 
lress (FIouston and Hays counties) there is not a sufficient basis fol 
.a1 st:~telnents. The content of insoluble matter is  decidedly lower ir 
than in Houston county. These soils are slightly better supplied wit1 
!it food than the corresponding Lufkin soils. 
Houston series. These are black calcareous prairie soils, very produc 
!, and durable. They are among the best soils in the state. Some of then 
- been in cultivation forty or fifty years without fertilizer, ancl thoug! 
of these have decreased somewhat in fertility, they are still productive 
were found, in the areas surveyecl, in Lamar, Hays, Travis ancl Bexai 
i s .  They are of genernl :)ci:ir~i*ence iii the east-central portion of thc 
ztive, arc 
'kin scil; 
:heniicsi Characteristics. These soils are generally well supplied witt 
;en and lime, often containing considerable amounts of the latter. The3 
ariable in phosphoric acid, sometimes very low, but generally well sup 
They contain a good supply of organic matter. 
'hesg soils appear to owe their productiveness to their content of limc 
lrganic matter, and nitrogen. Some of these soils will become deficienl 
osphoric acid. The average composition is given in Table 3. 
'azoo Soils. These soils are bottom lancl, generally subject to overflow, 
.cry productive. The soils are mapped in only two areas, Anderson and 
s counties. 
ieneral Characteristics. Since only two soils were analyzed nothing of 
#a1 application can be said. These soils are well suppliecl with plan1 
particularly lime, and phosphoric acid. They contain less nitrogen thal: 
[ouston soils. 
General Observations. 
t appears that the different groups of soils have definite chemical char 
~stics, which are related to their productiveness. The Norfolk soils con 
ess plant food and are less productive, than the corresponding Orange 
soils. The Houston and Yazoo soils, which are very produc 
supplied with plant food and lime. ' The Susquehanna and Luf 
I have low crop values, are low in plant food. 
'he individual soils in the series vary to some extent, a s  may tc cnlJcLL 
~t the group characteristics generally prevail. 
'able 4 shows the composition of the individual soils in some of thr 
>. 
Table  4-Composition of Soil Types. 
Norfolk Series. 
Phos- Nitrogen Potash Lime I 
phoric acid. ul 
Sand Houston County. . O l  .03 . lo .28 : ... .. 
" Anderson County. .02 .03 .07 .05 ! . 
Bexar County. .02 .04 .05 .04 E .... .. 
'. fine sand, Houston County.01 .05 .13 .10 ! 
I <  
" Anderson Co.. .02 .01 .07 .07 ! . 
'. fine sandy loam,HoustonC. .02 .03 .18 .09 ! 
< 6 Anderson Co. . O l  .03 .I3 .O 5 ! 
Norfolk silt loam, . . 
Bexar County. ............. .02 .09 .17 .05 ! . 
nsol 
ble. 
38.21 
Orangeburg Series. - 
1. fine sand, 
-ouston County. .......... .03 .03 .14 .14 96.75 
~exar County.. ........... .02 .05 .25 .I8 95.06 
. sandy loam, 
amar County.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1. fine sandy loam, 
. . . . . . . . . .  -ouston County 
. . . . . . . . . .  nderscn County 
........... amar County 
. Clay, Anderson County 
. Clay Bexar County. .... 
. Silt Loam, 
........... amar County 
Houston Series. 
[. Black Clay- 
Lamar County . . . . . . . . . . . .  .05 .13 
Travis County ............ -07 .12 
Bexar County ............ .08 .I2 
Yays County ............. .08 .13 
[. Clay, Lamar County -02 . lo 
:. Clay, Hays County .. . . .  .09 .28 
[. Black Loam, Bexar Co. .06 .lS 
:. Loam, Hays Co. ....... . O 1  .I8 
L u f k i n  Series. 
. Fine Sand, Houston Co .03 .03 
, Fine Sandy Loam- 
, ravis County ............. .02 .04 
L. Clay, Houston Co. ..... . O 1  -05 
L. Clay, Lamar Co. ........ .03 .I0 
Susquehanna Series. 
S. Fine Sandy loam- 
Iimston County. ........... .03 95.10 
Hays County ............. .04 .09 .&Y 
S. Clay, Houston County.. . .03 .O 3 .28 .13 90.08 
The scils vary considerably in depth. Taking 12 inches. and 3% millions 
pvuncis as  the weight per acre, the average quantity of plant food in the  
surface soils of the different types is given in Table 5. Some of these soils 
are considerably deeper, and others less deep, than 12 inches. 
Table 5. Plant Food in  the Soil Series, in  Pounds Per Acre. 
Phosphoric 
Acid. Nitrogen, Potash. 
Sc r f c l :~  Scils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  700 1,750 4,200 
Orangeburg Soils ............ 1,750 2,100 12,950 
Lnfkin Scils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  700 1,750 3,850 
Susquehanna Soils . . . . . . . . . . .  1,050 2,450 7,700 
Houston Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,100 4,900 11,800 
Yazoo Soils ................. 3,860 2,800 13,650 
Table 6 shows the number of crops of cotton (250 Ibs. lint) which 
each ingredient in the top 12 inches of the soil can produce, when only 
the lint and seed are removed. Thus the Norfolk soils contain enough 
phosphoric acid for 100 crops cotton, nitrogen enough for 110 crops, and 
potash for 470 crops, assuming that all the fertility in leaves, stalks, etc., 
returns to the field. The plant food would indeed last for a longer time 
than indicated, because i t  will be converted into active forms a t  a dimin- 
ishing rate as  the quantity present decreases, and a correspondingly smaller 
crop will result. 
The table, No. 6, shows, also, the number of crops of corn (40 bushels) 
that can be removed, if the entire crop is taken away. If a portion of t h e  
plant is returned, the stores in the soil would last longer. Corn,, however,, 
mrould exhaust the soil more rapidly than cotton. 
Table No. 6. Number of Crops the Plant Food in the Soil 
Phosphoric 
Acid. Nitrogen, 
Cotton (seed removed)- 
Norfolk Soils ................... 100 110 
Orangebur~ Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  250 132 
Lufkin Soils ................... 100 110 
Susquehayna Soils ............. 150 153 
Houston Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  300 306 
Tazoo Soils ................... 550 175 
Corn (entire crop removed)- 
Xorfolk soils .................. 28 2 9 
Orangeburg Soils ............. 70 35 
Lufkin Soils .................. 28 2 9 
Susquehanna Soils . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 4 1 
Houston Soils ................. 84 82 
Yazoo Soils .................. 154 5 6 
W i l l  Supply, 
Potash. 
horic aci 
this tab1 
, .. 
a quanti. 
s lost every year in tne water wnicl the soil, 1 
imes a s  much a s  is taken up in the crop. Losses of potash and phospl 
,cid in this way are small. 
We find, then, that for either corn or  cotton, if all the plant foo 
he soil were equally active, nitrogen would become deficient first, 
, and potash last of all. d second
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SOILS O F  HOUSTON COUNTY." 
Seventeen types of soils a re  found in Houston County, hut a nu~ll,@r 
f these are of limited distribution. The chief soils may be divided 
,ur series, namely: the Norfolk series, the Orangeburg series, the Lu 
eries, and the Susquehanna series. 
Norfolk Series .  
The 'B vith a ye lorfolk series are light colored upland sandy soils, '(: 
lay or sandy clay subsoil, usually with good drainage. These soils 
japted to special purpose crops, rather than to goneral farming. This sc 
~mprises the most important truck soils of the coastal plain. The Nor 
~ i l s  found in Houston county are described as  fcllcws: 
Norfolk Sand i s  a loose gray sandy soil about 1 2  inches deep, wi 
3llow sand subsoil. There are only a few small areas of this soil in H 
,n County. It  is  considered a good truck soil and is especially suitel 
veet potatoes and watermelons, though it  is not so well adapted to 
.a1 farm crcps. 
Norfolk F ine  Sand is  a fine lcamy sand, gray on the surface, abou 
iches deep, with a yellow fine sand subsoil. I t  is especially adaptec 
~ r l y  truck crops. Grapes, sweet potatoes, and melons clo especially I 
so plums and berries. This soil i s  also used for cotton and corn. I 
ore productive than. the Norfolk sand, but deteriorates in a few years. 
N o r f d k  Fine  S a n d y  Lcam is a loamy fine gray sand, 12  to 30 in( 
?ep, with a yellow fine sandy loam subsoil. It  has good drainage. I 
;pecially adapted to truck, to some extent to peaches, and to a variet: 
uall fruits. Cotton and corn are also grown, and some oats. 
Orangeburg Soils .  
The Orangeburg soils a re  gray to brown upland soils underlain z 
depth of three feet or less by a red or yellowish red sandy clay. The 
color of the subsoils distinguishes' the Orangeburg series from the Nor 
"nries. The red soils appear to possess a higher producing power, and 
!ueralIy stronger than the corresponding soils cf the Norfolk series. 
Orangeburg Fine  S a n d  of Houston County is  a red or gray loamy 
nd underlain by a sandy red clay or clay loam. It occupies ( 
limited area in this county, I t  is  probably best adapted to fruits 
uck, though cotton and corn a re  also grown. 
* A description and map of these soils is published by the Bureat 
Iils of the U. S. Department of Agriculture," on Soil survey of Hous 
~unty, Texas," by William T. Carter and A. E. Kocher,-"Advance Sheel 
eld Operation of the Bureau of Soils, 1905" 
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Orangeburg Fine -oam of Houston County is  a red, brown, o r  
y fine loamy sand i inches deep, underlaid by lather  heavy red 
dy clay. I t  often contains 1 to 29 per cent red sandstone fragments and i s  
wn as  "red-land," c r  "red gravelly laod." It  has gocd surface drainage, . 
is the strongest and most productive upland soil in this area. It i s  
pted to tobacco, peaches, truck, cotton and corn. It is  probably the  
igst soil in t e county. 
Orangeburg !I ay occupies a limited area in this county. We did not 
ire a sample of i t  for analysis. 
Lufkin Series. 
The Lufkin soils are gray soils with heavy, very impervious, plastic 
r and mottled. subsoils. The soils are generally lower in agricultural 
:e than those of the Norfolk and Orangeburg series. 
Lufkin Fine Sand of Houston County is a gray fine silty sand, about 
nches deep, with a subsoil of much the same color and texture to a 
;h of 36 inches. It  occurs in large areas in this county on rolling upland. 
; used mainly for cotton and corn, and is  adapted to fruits, truck and 
Lr cane. The soil declines in productiveness after two or three years 
ss  manured. 
Lufkin Clay of Houston County is  a gray silty or fine sandy loam, 3 to  
Luches deep underlain by a heavy gray or. mottled gray and yellow cla-- 
.is soil occupies low areas -with poor surface drainage. When first clear€ 
is cold and sour, but produces well after two or three years in cultivatioi 
tton and corn are grown and some oats. 
WlCU 
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Susquehanpa Series. 
The Susquehanna soils are gray and brown surface soils, with heavy 
- 
.ic, red mottled clay subsoil. The soils are unusually of low crop-produc- 
ralue. 
Susquehanna Fine Sandy Loam of Houston County is  a gray fine sandy 
. 8 to 20 inches deep, underlain by a heavy mottled red and gray clay 
a peculiar greasy feel. I t  is a rolling land with good surface drainage. 
a, productive soil, adapted to cotton and corn; and peaches and small 
3 and vegetables make good yields. 
Susquehanna Clay is a gray fine sandy or  silty loam, 6 to 8 inches deep, 
a heavy impervious red clay subsoil. I t  is known a s  "post oak land." 
land is  not well drained. The  best yields are obtained 'only after 
)r three years cultivation. 
Other Soils. 
)ther soils which appear in this area, which we have not subjected 
alysis, are  a s  follows. Most of these occur to a very limited extent: 
Wabash Clay, 
Ywoo Loam, 
Crockett Loam, 
Houston Black Clay, 
Sharkey Clay, 
Yazoo Sandy Loam. 
DESCRIPT ION O F  SAMPLES. 
No. 312 Norfolk sand. Taken three miles nx thwes t  of Grape 
in Eurl 5ferrod's place. 
No. 314 Norfolk fine sand. Taken from uncultivated land 2% 1 
lorthwest of Grapeland on ib1. J. Baker's place. 
No. 316 Norfolk fine sandy loam. Taken 234 miles Northwest of G 
and on M. J. Baker's place. • 
No. 322 Orangeburg firie sand. From land of A .W. ~ l l i s ,  1/2 mile . 
~f court house, Crockett. Land in cultivation 40 years. 
No. 310 Orangeburg fine sandy loam. From the slope of Cook's 3foun- 
ain, 2% miles northwest of Crockett, on A. W. Wootter's farm. 
No. 318 Lufkin fine sand, from the farm of J. H. Sallas, Lovelady. 
No. 320 Lufkin clay, from Emainer's place, Lovelady. 
No. 306 Susquehanna fine sandy loam. From J. A. Wright's farm, three 
niles east of Crockett, land in cultivation several years. 
Yo. 3 5  Susquehanna clay. From uncleared land three miles north - ' 
~f Crockett, Texas. 
/ 
COMPOSITION O F  HOUSTON C O U N T Y  SOILS. 
land, 
zliles 
The chemical composition of the soils of Houston county is give 
'able 7. 
All of these soils are low in phospnoric acid and nitrogen. The 
)rangeburg sails are better supplied with phosphoric acid than the ( 
soils, and, since they contain sufficient lime, this supply may last for some 
time. 
All the soils in this area appear to contain sufficient potash except the 
Susquehanna clay, and only the Lufkin clay and the Susquehanna soil? 
o w  in lime. 
There is  a remarkable resemblance in the chemical composition of 
esponding types of soil in Anderson County and Houston County. 
Tba soils of Houston County appear to be better supplied with lime a u u  
lotash than the soils of Anderson County. 
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T A R L 3  NUMBER 7-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION O F  I40USTON C O U N T Y  SOILS. 
Norfolk 
Norfolk 
Fine Sandy Norfolk 
Sand Fine Sand Loam Fine Sand Loam Clay Loam Clay 
I 
Surface ' Surface Surface Surface Surface Sdr ,ace  Surface 
S O  1 ,011 S O  S O  ~ u b s o i ~ ~  o i s e s o i  SO^ 1 ,011 s o i  1 soil  1 1 soil  I - - - -- - - 
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DETAILED DISCUSSION OF HOUSTON COUNTY SOILS. 
Table 8 contains the interpretation of the results of the analyses 
cording to the  standards already mentioned. We would expect these s 
to respond to phosphate and nitrogen fertilizers. 
The  Norfolk soils in  the order of their productiveness, beginni 
the lowest, a r e  Norfolk sand, Norfolk fine sand, Norfolk fine sandy lo 
first two being nearly the same. There is  slightly more phosphoric 
the most productive soil. T h e  potash increases with the productive 
the  soils. The most productive soils is  also the deepest. 
The Orangeburg soils a re  more productive, and contain more phosphor10 
acid than the  Norfolk soils. The more productive of the two soils is the 
shallower, and i s  more liberally supplied with phosphoric acid and potash, it 
we consider the  subsoils. 
The Lufkin soils a re  low in phosphoric acid and nitrogen. The more 
productive soil is  shallower and is better supplied with nitrogen and lime- 
than the other. 
The Susquehanna soils a re  low in plant food. The  more productive con 
tains more nitrogen and more potash, though not sufficient for a clay soil. 
There appears to be some relation between the productiveness of these 
soils and their chemical composition, when the other characteristics of the 
soils a re  considered. The differences do not appear to be large in many 
cases, however. 
Norfolk Fine Sana Needs Phosphoric Acid. 
The  above cut and those on the following and preceding pages are  photo- 
:raphs showing the effects of the different applications of plant food. 1 
( ? ? I  
I TABLE N U ~ I O L ~  n-INTERPRETAT ION OF ANALYSES OF HOTTcTnM 
-2 - 
COUNTY SOILS. 1 Norfolk Sand 1 Fine Norfolk Sand F i q Z  ~ o a m  Fine sana 
losphoric ~ c i d ~ o w . .  . ...... ./Low. ......... I L O W .  . . . . . . . . . I  Low 
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e Sandy 
itrogen ..... I L O W .  . . . . . . . . .  I L O W .  ......... . I  Low. . . . . . . . . . . I  Low 
)tash ........ Isufficient . . . . . .  l~bundant  . . . . .  ~uffic~ent  . . .  1 Sufficient 
me.. ........ I~bundant  . . . . .  Isufficient ... ../Sufficient . . . .  . I  Abundal 
Orangehurg Susquehanna 
a Fine Sandy Lufk~n Lufkin Fine Sandy Susquehanna 1 Loam F i n e - s a n d  clay Loam .clay 
3tton bales.. .. 
~ r n b u  ........ 
epth of Soil . .  
I 
;phoric Acid,Low.. .. I L O W .  ,. . . .  1Low. . . . . . . .  Low . . . . .  . / I  ow 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  itrogen ...... 1 LOW.. . . . . I  LOW  LOW Low.. [LOW 
0.2-0.5 . . . . . .  
15-25. . . . .  
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.... .... ",ttonbales.. 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.7 .. 0.5 0.8 ... ,0.5 0.8 0.3 0.8 I 
. . . .  .... ~rn ........ 15 40 15 25 . . . . .  20 30 20 30 .  ... 25 35 
:pth of Soi! . .I4 15". ... 10" . . . . . .  3 8" 6 3" 
POT EXPERIMENTS. 
Table 9 contains the  results of pot experiments with Houston county 
~ils. The table shows the yield of corn (dry matter) produced in pots 
~ntaining nitrogen and potash (NK), phosphoric acid, nitrogen and potash 
1 (PNK)., phosphoric acid and nitrogen (PN) and phosphoric acid and potash 
0.3-0.5 . . . . .  
15-25 . . . . . . .  
1 - (PIC). Ey comparing the crop produced without a given fertilizer ingredient riitli the crop 11om the pot receiving a complete fertilizer, the effect of the  ingredients in  question can be ascertained. 
12" . . . . .  ......, 10". . . . . . . . . . .  
, Norfolk Fine Sandy Loam. 
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0.5-0.8 ........ 
20 30 ....... 
0.3 to 0.1 
20 25 
12 30" . . ..... 1 C  36" 
Table 9-Pot Experime nts wi th  Corn on Houston County So 
Crop per Pot. 
Laboratory NK PNK P N  KI 
Number Gm Gm Gm GI 
314 Norfoll d . . . . . . . . . . . .  .1 .6  10.7 9.8 11.9 
316 Norfolk nne sandy loam..  . . . . .  . l . 9  12.1 9.8 6.9 
306 Susquehanna fine sandy loam. .1 .9  10.9 12.4 - 
.. Z10 Orangeburg fine sandy loam. . 2 .9  6.1 5.6 5. i 
. . . . . . . . . . .  314 Lufkin fine sand. .  . 3 .4  4.9 5.5 3.2 
The only one of these soils which appears to need potash is thr 
fine sandy loam. This soil, according to the chemical analysis, cor 
abundance of potash. 
All the soils tested respond to applications of phosphoric acid. 
Susquet e Sandy Loam. 
Orangeburg Fine Sandy Loam. 
ils. 
? Norfolk 
ltains an 
An application of phosphoric acid is denoted by P; potash by K;  nitro- 
gen by N. 
Lufkin Fine Sand. 
ACIDITY.  
Two of these soils were tested for acidity by the  salt  water method. No. 
320, Lufkin clay, has a n  acidity aquivalent to  157 parts per million of lime, 
and would require 650 lbs. per acre of quick lime to neutralize it  to the depth 
of 12 inches. No. 306, Sc~quehanna  fine s m d y  lcam was found to be slight- 
ly acid, equivalent to 32 parts lime per million. 
SOILS O F  ANDERSON COUNTY." 
Ten types of soils were mapped in Anderson County, six of which have 
been subjected to chemical exami lation. The chief soils of Anderson 
county may be divided into three series, the Norfolk series, the Orangeburg 
series, and the  Yazoo series. 
NORFOLK SOILS. 
The Norfola soils a re  a re  light colored upland sandy soils, w i ~ h  a yellow 
sand or sandy clay subsoil. The following is the description of the Norfolk 
scils in this area. . 
Norfolk sand is a loose sandy soil about 10  inches deep with a yellow san- 
dy subsoil, occupying high areas. Potatoes, peaches, and small fruits do well. 
The crops usually grown are  cotton and corn, and some vegetables, peaches, 
plums, etc. When first cultivated, the yields a re  fair but the  soil deterior- 
ates in  a few years. 
Norfolk fine sand is a light brown or gray fine sand, 12 inches deep, 
with a yellow fine sand subsoil, occupying rolling land. I t  is  adapted to 
truck crops, small fruits, and peaches. The crops usually grown are cotton, 
corn, potatoes, melons, vegetables, peaches, etc. This soil is more produc- 
tive than the Norfolk sand, but deteriorates in a few years. 
Norfolk fine sandy loam is  a gray or light brown fine sandy loam, 15 or 
2.2 inches deep, with a yellow clay subsril, appearing a s  rollins upland wth 
good surface drainage. This soil is  adapted to truck farming and fruit 
growing. The principal crops a re  corn and oats, while near railroads some 
vegetables and fruits are  grown for market. 
[* A full description of these soils, with a map showing the location of 
the types, is published by the Bureau of Soils, U. S. Department of Agricul- 
ture, "'Soil Survey of Anderson County" by William T. Carter and A. E. 
Kocher-Advance Sheets-Field Operations of the  Bureau of Soils, 1904.1 
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Orangeburg Soils. 
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The Orangeburg soils are red, br gray upland soils, with red 
iiy clay or red clay subsoils. As : 1 rule, they are found to be 
*e productive than Norfolk soils. 
Orangeburg fine sandy loam of AUu,,,,, County is a red, brown n* 
y fine sandy loam, 6 to 18 inches deep. The subsoil is a red sanc 
.. The soil contains 5 to 30 per cent of a ferruginous sandstone gravc 
local name for this type is "chocolate," or "mulatto" soil. 
This soil appears to be the best peach soil of the area. I t  is also wt 
pted to the production of corn, cotton, vegetables and small fruits, beil 
)ably the most productive upland soil in Anderson County. I t  is easi 
ivated and its productivity is readily maintained. 
Orangeburg Clay of Anderson County is a compact red, or brown sanc 
a of fine texture, about 4 inches deep. The subsoil is a heavy red cla 
etimes containing enough sand to give i t  the properties of a heavy fii 
ly loam. The soil contains 15 to 70 per cent of small iron concretioi 
fragments of sandstone. In Anderson County a great deal of the su 
soil of this type has been removed by erosion. The largest area 
Palestine. In small areas i t  usually occurs in steep a . ~ d  rugged slope 
.cent to streams. The soil is probably derived from weathering of gree 
1 marl. Probably not more than 5 per cent of the ty2e is .  cultivated. 
typical soil is well adapted to cotton, corn and oats, and fair yields 
rheat can be grown. 
Yazoo Soils. 
This is level or nearly level bottom land along the Trinity river, 3 or 
's wide, subject to overflow. 
Yazoo Clay of Anderson County is  a dark-drab or sticky clay, 12 incht 
), with a similar subsoil. ' This is  a rich and productive type, but tI: 
,ter part is uncultivated. When cultivated, i t  is especially adapted 1 
3n and corn, producing one bale of cotton, or even more, per acre, ar 
1 60 to 70 bushels of corn. At present the Yazoo clay is utilized fc 
!e grazing and raising of hogs. 
Description of Samples.  
No. 172. Norfolk sand. Taken from an uncleared area supporting 
ral growth of pine, with some oak. 
Nc. 174. Norfolk fine sand. Taken from an uncleared area, about 
s S. W. of Palestine, natural growth of oak and hickory. 
No. 176. Norfolk fine sandy loam. Taken from a field in cultivation 1 
>n and corn for several years, with no fertilizer or. manure, about 
s west of Palestine. 
No. 180. Orangeburg fine sandy loam. Taken from a field which ha 
uced corn and cotton a number of years without the use of fertilizers ( 
kind, about one mile from Palestine. 
No. 178. Orangeburg clay from an  old cleared field. 
No. 182. Yazoo clay, taken from a field in natural forest growth, nez 
~ e r ' s  Ferry, about 4 miles southwest of Tucker. This type is cultivate 
tically none, and is  utilized principally for grazing. 
V  
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TABLE 10-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION O F  .\NDERSON COUNTY SOILS. 
Norfolk Norfolk Fine Norfolk Fine Orangeburg Fine Orangeburg Y azoo 
Sand . - Sand ' 1 Sandy Loam Sandy Loam 1 C a y  Clay 
Surface Subscil Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoil I s o  1 soil 1 soil soil 1 soil 1 I soil 1 
--
Phosphoric Acid . .  
Nitrbgen.. ........ 
Potash ............ 
j 
Lime.. ........... 
Magnesia ......... 
Carbon Dioxide 
Sulphur Trioxide. . 
..... Alumina 1 Oxide of Iron . 
Insoluble and Solu- 
ble Silicia.. ..... 
Loss on Ignition. .. 
Moisture. . . . . . . .  
.02 
.03 
.10 
.06 
.07 
......... 
@ 
1.07 
97.68 
.91 
.14 
.02 
.03 
.07 
.05 
.05 
............ 
. l l  
.83 
97.92 
.56 
.20 
, 
.02 
.01 
.07 
.07 
.13 
.OI 
.09 
.88 
97.81 
.78 
.20 
.06 
.08 
.22 
.23 
.22 
.04 
T r  
8.30 
84 52 
3.93 
3.25 
.01 
.03 
.30 
.07 
.06 
.02 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1.35 
97.70 
.65 
.19 
.03 
-04 
.29 
.05 
.14 
.01 
.01 
13.18 
78.28 
4.28 
3.06 
-01 
.03 
.13 
.04 
.05 
........ 
1.42 
96.48 
1.15 
.19 
.03 
. O i  
.13 
.02 
.04 
.01 
.................. 
.52 
94.87 
1.56 
.33 
-- 
-13 
.09 
.56 
1.56 
.50 
.35 
15.78 
68.80 
6 3 3  
6.73 
.04 
.04 
-50 
.22 
.42 
.OO 
T r  
18.70 
70.26 
5.08 
4.71 
.04 
.05 
.26 
.ll 
.17 
.01 
14.49 
,78.14 
4.11 
1.95 
.14 
.13 
.50 
3.14 
.75 
1.16 
T r  
17 76 
59.08 
9.97 
7.18 
osition o f Anderc ;on County Soils. 
The chemical composition of the soils of Anderson County is shown 
in Table 10. 
All of these soils are low in phosphoric acid, and all, except the Yazoo 
clay, in nitrogen. I t  can be expected that  after a few years of cultivation, 
these soils will respond to applications of phosphatic and nitrogenous fer- 
tilizers. The  Yazoo clay and Orangeburg clay are more liberally supplied 
with phosphoric acid than the other soils, the Yazoo clay being the better 
in  this respect. 
As regards potash, the Orangeburg soils are better supplied than the 
Norfolk soils. The Norfolk sand and the Orangeburg clay are low in 
potash. - 
These soils are low in lime, with the exception of Yazoo clay, which 
contains an abundance. 
The soils in  this area are low. in organic matter, and should receive 
benefit from manure, or  green crops ploughed under. Cowpeas should b% , 
beneficial on account of the nitrogen which they secure from the air. It is 
the experience of several farmers on these soils that  cowpeas improve the 
soils decidedly. 
Detailed Discussion of Anderson County Soils. 
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able 11 contains the interpretation of the results o f '  the analyses 
iing to the standards already mentioned. We would expect these soils 
-- ---pond to application of phosphatic and nitrogenous fertilizers, and prob- 
.o receive benefit from lime. 
he Norfolk soils, in the order of their productiveness, beginning with the 
t, are, Norfolk sand, Norfolk fine sand, and Norfolk fine sandy loam. 
is no relation between this order and the amount of phosphoric acid 
at. The nitrogen in the surface soils is  equal in  percentage, but the 
of the soil increases with the productiveness, and the nitrogen in the 
il is  in order 0.01, .03, .04 pc2 cent. The potash in the surface soil 
o in the order of the productiveness. In these three soils, a t  least, 
appears to be relation between productiveness, depth of soil, and con- 
~f nitrogen and potash. 
he  Orangeburg fine s a n 8  loam appears to contain more phosphoric 
acid and nitrogen than the Norfolk fine sandy loam, and is  known to be a 
more productive soil. The Orangeburg clay is less productive than the 
Orangeburg fine sandy loam; i t  contains more nitrogen, phosphoric acid, 
and potash in its surface layer, but the surface soil is shallow (4 inches) 
Lay soils require more plant food than loams. 
he Yazoo clay is  a most productive and lasting soil, and i t  is  well sup- 
with plant food. 
1 the soils of this area, there appears to be a definite relation between 
iemical compositic soils, their productiveness, and their depth. 
Table 11-Interpretation of Analyses of Anderson county SOIIS 
Noffolk 
sand 
. Phosphoric Acid. .Low 
Nitrogen . . . . . . . . .  Low 
Potash . . . . . . . . . . . .  Low 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Lime Low 
Depth of Soil. . . . .  . lo"  
Yield of cotton (bales)%-% 
Yield of Corn crop (bu.) 15-25 
Norfolk Norfolk Orange- 
fine sand sandy loam burg fine 
sandy loam 
Low Low 
Low Low 
Good Good 
Low Low b U  W 
12" 15-24" 6-18" 
0.3-0.5 0.3-0.7 W-94 
20-30 20-40 30-40 
Low 
Low 
Good 
T 
Yazoc 
clay 
Orange- 
burg 
clay 
Low Fair  
Low Good 
Low Good 
Low Abundant 
4" 12" 
%-% 1 
25-40 60-70 
POT EXPERIMENTS.  
Pot  experiments were  made with  all  these  soils, a s  already described 
Unfortunately there  was  not  enough soil t o  make complete tests.  T h e  
results a r e  presented in  Table No. 12. Experiments with Soil 174, 176, 
178 and 180 were carried out a t  t h e  same  time, and a r e  directly comparable. 
Experiments with Soils 172 and  182 were  conducted on another crop and  
a t  another time, but  the  crop (corn) did not grow on Soil 182 Yazoo 
clay),  and the  crop harvested was  very small, and t h e  differences between 
the  pots were within the  limits of error on th is  soil. 
Table No. 12. Pot Experiments With Anderson County Soils. 
Gram Crop per Po t  
N K P N K  P N  KP 
176-Norfolk fine sandy loam-cowpeas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14.4 19.5 20.7 
180-Orangeburg fine sandy loam-cowpei 3 . . 15.7 21.4 20.1 
174-Norfolk fine sand-cowpeas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17.1 22.0 19.6 
178-Orangeburg clay-cowpeas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20.9 24.3 20.9 
172-Norfolk sand-corn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.0 9.7 t 
172-Norfolk sand-cowpeas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.5 10.2 ! 
Norfolk Sand. 
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K received nitrogen and potash, and the diiTerence between this nnf 
le first pot named shows the effect of pho~poric~acid.  Pot PN rece 
pV" 
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with ioric acid and nitrogen, and the difference between i t  the pot 
lmplete fertilizer shows the effect of potash. 
l e  Norfolk sand and Orangeburg clay appear to be deficient in potas 
kis is  in  accord with the conclusion from the chemical analysis. T 
k fine sand may possibly be slightly deficient in  this substance. T 
soils tested appear to contain enough potash for corn. 
ie soils a re  arranged in the table in the order of their response to 
:ation with phosphoric acid, beginning with the most responsive. 
xperiment with Norfolk sand is not directly comparable with the 
, since i t  was made a t  a different time, but this soil appears to  need 
phosphoric acid for corn, and not for cowpeas. 
These experiments a re  believed to indicate the immediate need; 
sent vi 
and Or 
in  cult 
h s ~  ha 
these soils for active plant food. 
The samples of Norfolk sand, Norfclk fine sand, and Yazoo clay, rc- 
rgin soils. The Norfolk fine sandy loam, Orangeburg fine sandy loam, 
.angeburg loam, and Ornngeburg clay, were from fields which had been 
ivation some .years, without fertilizers. Necessarily, the active plant 
en removed to some extent frcm the latter soils. 
Yazoo Clay. 
SOIL ACIDITY 
The acidity of the soils of this area was determined by the salt  water 
method, 'namely, by treatment with a solution of sodium chloride, and 
titration of the filtrate with standard caustic soda and phenolpthalein 
indicator. 
e results a r e  a s  follows: 
Acidity (Parts  per million of CaO). 
-Norfolk sand..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .50. 
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -Norfolk fine sand . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. r 0. 
-Norfolk fine sandy loam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0. 
-0rangeburg clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -Orangeburg fine sandy loam 0. 
Only one of these soils appeared to be acid by this method, a1 
is slight and would be removed to the depth of 12 inches by the 
of 200 pounds of unslacked lime per acre. . 
SOILS OF LAMAR COL JNTY." 
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El'even types of soils were mapped in th this COUI 
The chief soils may be divided into two series: tne VrangeDurg series, ana 
the Houston series. There is besides a number of miscellaneous types. 
Orangeburg Soils. 
These soils have already been described. The types found in this a 
are described as  follows: 
Orangeburg Sandy Loam is a medium to coarse sandy loam. 8 to' 
inches deep, gray to grayish yellow in color in dry weather and red in v 
The subsoil is a red sandy clay. This soil produces strawberries, potatc 
corn and cotton, and is recognized as  the best soil in the area for dive 
fied farming. It is known locally as "red sandy land.' 
Orangeburg Fine Sandy Loam is a gray sand of medium to f 
texture, 10 to 20 inches deep, with a sandy clay subsoil, mottled red, gi 
and yellow. I t  occurs in a strip 2 to 10 miles wide in the northern p 
of the county. The land washes badly. This is regarded as a poor s 
Cotton, corn and some truck are raised. I t  is  greatly benefited by cowpc 
and alfalfa. 
Orangeburg Silt Loam is a silt loam of brownish red, or chocolate I 
color, 6 to 24 inches deep, with a redder or browner subsoil. Cotton, cc 
and alfalfa are the principal crops; the soil yields an average of a bale or 
cotton an acre. 
Orangeburg Clay is a red loam, or clay loam, eight inches deep, cov- 
ered with 2 to 4 inches of sand in forested areas. The subsoil is a stiff, 
tenacious, brown, red, or gray mottled clay loam, or clay. Only a sm 
portion of this soil is under cultivation, and i t  i s  regarded as  an  undesira 
soil. Cotton and corn are the principal crops grown. 
Houston Soils. 
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The Houston soils of Lamar County are black prairie soils which occ 
in the Calcareous prairie regions, ancl are characterized by a large percentz 
of lime, especially in the subsoil. These soils are very productive. TI 
re devoted to cotton and corn chiefly, but some of them will prod1 
xcellent crops of alfalfa. 
Houston Black Clay of Lamar County is a dark brown to a black clay lo: 
clay, 6 to 10 .inches deep, known as "black waxy" land, with a simi,-, 
)soil. When dry and well cultivated, i t  is  friable and easily worked, but 
en wet i t  becomes gummy and waxy. The entire southern part of Lamar 
* [A description and map of this area is  published as  the "Soil Surt 
of the Paris area," Report of Bureau of *Soils for 1903.1 
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County is composed of this type of soil. This soil is  entirely under culti- 
vation, and is regarded as  one of the strongest soils in. the area. Cotton 
and corn are the principal crops, though oats, wheat, alfalfa and onions are 
sometimes grown. 
Houston Clay is a light brown to brown, very fine sandy loam, or silt 
n, 0 to 4 inches deep, with a brownish yellow or grayish yellow clay 
soil which usually becomes quite stiff and tenacious a t  24 inches. This type 
[nown a s  "mixed land" and also as  "tallow ridge land." The drainage 
:ood. The principal crops are cotton, corn and hay, with some wheat 
alfalfa. I t  is greatly benefited by deeper plowing and the turning 
er  of cowpeas. 
incl 
Miscellaneous Soils of Lamar County. 
Sharky Clay is  a grayish-yellow, stiff, waxy, impervious clay, 7 to 1 2  
les deep, with a stiff, waxy, impervious clay subsoil, reddish yellom to 
brownish gray in color. When wet the soil is waxy and gummy, but when d 
and well cultivated, it  is, friable and easily worked. It occurs in lc 
flat areas, in bottoms subject to inundations. The soil is very producti~; 
perhaps due to the fact that i t  is  flooded every year. Corn and cottc 
a re  the only crops grown. 
Lufkin Clay is  a gray to grayish yellow, very fine to medium sand3 
i ~ a m ,  or loam, 10 to 15 inches deep, with a heavy mottled blue, yellow, 01 
red sandy clay. This soil has a tendency to run together in wet weather 
and to suffer frcm drought in dry weather. Th.j local name is "Ashy Flats 
or "Post-oak Flats." I t  is used for pasture. Cotton and corn are grow 
but the yields are small. 
Sanders Loam is a sandy loam, brown or dark brown, or reddisLl 
brown in color, with a lighter colored and heavier subsoil. The drainage 
is poor. I t  is subject to inundations and most of it  poorly drained. Corn 
and cotton are the principal crops. - 
TABLE 13 - PERCEN'T'.L\GE COMPOSITION O F  L A M A R  C O U N T Y  SOILS. 
Oran geburg 
Sandy 
Loam 
6r.angPl urg Orangeburg Orangeburg Houstotl Houston Sharkey Lufkin Sanders 
i e a d  Loam i a r n  C a y  a c a  C a y  1 C a y  C a y  1 l o a m  
Surface Soil S u r f a ~ e  Soil Surface Soil Surface Soil Surface Soil Surface So 1 Surface Soil Suiface Soil j Surface Soil I 1 I I I I I I I 
Phosphoric Acid . 
. . . . . .  Nitrogen.. 
Potash.. . . . . . . . . . .  
Lime. . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  Magnesia. 
Carbon ~ iox i c i e  . . .  
Sulphur Trioxide . 
Alnmina a n d . .  .. 
Oxide of Iron . . . . .  
Manganese oxide. . 
I r ~ s o l ~ ~ b l e  a r~d  Solu 
ble Silicia. 
Loss o n  Ignition . . 
Moisture. . . . .  
C O l l r ~ r w a ~  I IWIY w r  L n l v I A n  bOUNTY SOILS. 
sal 
The composition of Lamar County soils is given in table 13, and th 
?rpretation of the analyses in table 14. 
Phosphoric acid is low in the Orangeburg fine sandy loam, the Ora 
urg clay, the Houston clay, Lufkin clay, and the Sanders loam. T 
re all considered poor soils with the exception of the Houston clay. 
'ouston clay, however, is shallow, but well supplied with lime. I t  is 
ble that the subsoil supplies more phosphoric acid than the surface 
'nfortunately we did not receive a sample of subsoil for analysis. 
Nitrogen is low in the Orangeburg sandy loam, the Orangeburg 
indy loam, and the Orangeburg clay. The first soil is locally consid 
30d, the last two poor. The first soil contains sufficient lime, 
Potash is low in the Houston clay and Lufkin clay, the first being a I 
)il, the second a poor soil. 
Lime is low in the Orangeburg fine sandy loam, Orangeburg clay, 
ufkin clay, all of which are locally considered poor soils. 
It appears that the chemical composition and productiveness of these 
~ i l s  are in accord. The Houston black clay is low in plant food, but appears to 
3 productive on account of the organic matter and lime which i t  contains 
abundance. 
fine 
ered 
pod  
and 
Table 14.-Interpretation of Analyses of Soils of Lamar County. 
Orangeburg Orangeburg 
~ a n d y  loam fine sandy loam 
iosphoric Acid. Fair Very Low 
itrogen . . . . . . . . . .  Low Low 
>tash . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Good Rich 
me .............. Sufficient Low 
3pth of Soil. . . . . .  .8-24" 10-20" . 
eld of Cotton (bales% %-% 
eld of Corn (bu.) . .25 10-2 5 
?marks. . . . . . . . . . .  Considered Considered 
good poor. 
Houston BIack Houston 
Clay Clay 
losphoric Acid ....... Fair Low 
trogen ............ Good Good 
dash . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fair * Low 
me .. . .......... Abundant Fair 
!pth of Soil ......... .6-10" 0-4" 
eld of Cotton (bales). . l  I/,-0.6 
eld of Corn (bu.) .... .40-50 30 
!marks. Very A good 
good. soil 
ACIDITY. 
Orangeburg Orange1 
siit Ioarn clay 
Good 
Very Good 
Rich 
Abundaat I 
6-24" 
1 
35-40 
Very Good Considt 
undesira 
Sharkey 
Clay 
Rich 
Rich 
Rich 
Abundant 
7-12" . 
% -1 
4 0 
Very pro- 
ductive. 
Lufkin Sanc 
Clay LC 
Low 1 
Good G 
Low Suffic: 
Low Abund 
10-15" 
0.2-ya 
12-15.. . 
Poor Drain 
PO0 
Three soils of this area (low in .lime) were -sted for acidity by 
It water method, with results as  follows: 
e in- 
1nQ-e- ., 
hese 
The 
pos- 
Low 
Low 
Fair 
Low 
8" 
0.3 
1 .G 
ient 
[ant 
the 
125. vrangeburg fine sandy loam, acidity not present. 
100 Orangeburg clay, acidity equivalent to 355 parts lime pc 
or requiring 1250 lbs. quicklime per acre to neutralize it  to the dt 
inches. 
129  Lufkin clay, acid equivalent to lS0  parts lime per million or  requirins 
630 lbs. lime per acre to neutralize i t  to the depth of 12 inches. 
Pot Experiments. See under Travis county, Page 36. 
SOILS O F  T R A V I S  COUNTY.* 
Samples of only four of the  9 types of soil found in the Austin area werl 
examined chemically. The Austin area includes parts of Williamson, Bas 
trop, Caldwell and Hays counties, as  well a s  most of Travis. The soil 
which were subjected to analyses are a s  follows: 
Houston black clay of Travis County is  a dark brown to black prairi 
soil 12 inches deep, with a stiff, tenacious light brown clay subsoil. Th  
soil becomes loose and friable under cultivation, but is  very stiff and tena 
cious when wet. Cotton, corn, and sorghum and potatoes are grown an( 
produce good crops when the season is favorable. 
Yazoo sandy loam is  a grayish to light brown fine sandy loam 0 to 1 
inches deep, with large silt content, which grades into a compact brown sul: 
soil. It occupies the bottom lands of the Colorado River, but i s  seldom ovet 
flowed. I t  is productive soil, the crops grown being cotton, corn and sot 
ghum. 
Travis gravelly loam is a coarse sandy loam 10 to 12  inches deep con 
taining a large amount of rounded gravel, with a coarse sand and gravel s l ~ t  
soil cemented by clay. I t  has little agricultural value, and appears best ad 
apted to melons and fruit trees. 
Lufkin fine sandy loam is  a fine sandy loam 12 inches deep, gray tc 
brownish red in color, with a stiff, sticky, red or brown laminated cla: 
subsoil. It  occurs on hills and is  liable to injury froni drought. Cotton, corl 
sorghum, oats, fruits, potatoes, and vegetables are produced. The soil i 
I:I odactive. 
* A description and map of the soils of this area are published by thc 
Bureau of Soils of the U. S. Department of Agriculture a s  "Soil Survey o 
the Austin Area, Texas" by A. W. illangum and H. G. Belden, (Advanc, 
sheets-Field Operatins of the Bureau of Soils, 1904.) 
Table 15-Percentage Composition of Travis County Soils. 
Houston Yazoo Travis Lufkin 
black sancly gravelly finc 
clay loam loam loar 
Surfacr Surface Su f ~ c e  Surface 
s i l  subsoil soil Sub oil soil subsoil Soil sub 
Phosphoric acid ................ .07 .06 .07 .08 .04 .04 .02 .02 
Nitrogen ...................... .12 .OS .03 -03 .13 .07 .04 .04 
Potash ......................... .29 .35 .28 .!I6 .52 .65 .I1 .31 
Lime .......................... 5.66 8.51 10.60 13.01 1.47 .76 .91 .45 
Magnesia ...................... .68 .68 1.06 .64 .16 .12 .I0 
Carbon Dioxide ................ 3.78 5.75 5.00 5.16 .99 .44 .46 
Sulphur Trioxide .............., .09 .05 .01 .02 
. Alumnia and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.35 9.07 3.67 1.4315.0619.08 .9712 
Oxide of Iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.10\ 1.68 1 .22 
Tnsoluble and Soluble Silicia . . . .  65.16 59.54 64.33 63.98 67.21 63.0'7 95.53 77.65 
Loss on Ignition ............... 10.89 8.79 10.58 6.53 7.80 7.75 1.78 4.10 
Moisture ....................... 6.88 6.41 2.31 2.23 6.42 7.81 .51 4 dq 
C H E M I C A L  COMPOSITION. 
The chemical composition of the Travis county soils is given in Table 
15 and the interpretation of results in Table 16. 
Phosphoric acid is low.in the Travis gravelly loam and Lufkin fine sandy 
loam. Both of these have low crop values. 
Nitrogen is low in the Yazoo sandy loam and the Lufkin fine sandy loam. 
The former soil is productive, the latter is not. 
Potash appears to be sufficient in all the soils, and so is  lime. 
In this case, a s  in other areas, there appears to be a relation between 
the crop values of the soils, and their chemical composition. 
The Houston clay of this area is considerably richer in phosphoric zcid 
and lime than the Houston clay of Lamar county.. . 
Table 16-Interpretation of Analyses of Travis County Soils. 
Houston black 
clay 
Phosphoric Acid . . . . . . . .  Good 
Nitrogen ............... Good 
Potash ................ Good 
Lime .................. Much 
Depth of Soil ........ ,. 12" 
Yield of Cotton ........ %-% 
Yield of Corn .......... 20-25 
Local opinion Fertile 
Yazoo sandy 
loam 
Good 
Low 
Sufficient 
Much 
0-15" 
%-3 /a  
40-50 
Good corn 
soil 
Travis grav- Lufkin fine 
elly loam sandy loam 
Low Low 
Good Low 
Good Sufficient 
Abundant Sufficient 
10-12" 12" 
1-6-1-5 s - 1 - 3  
8-10 bu. 15  
Little value Droi:g:~.ty 
too porous 
Table 17.-Pot Experiments with Soil of  Lamar  and Travis Countle 
Crops per pot 
Laboratory NK PNK P N  
Number N Gm Gm Gm 
129 IJufkin clay (Lalllar) Cotto11 .0.9 0 F) 3.0 2.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  133 ~ a u d e r s  loam (Lamar)  Corn .2.5 11.9 9.1 
108 Yazoo' sandy loaiii ( '1'1 n ~ i s )  Cij i  ;:I;? . . . . . . . . .  .2.9 6.1. 5.6 
110 Houston Black Clay (Trabis) CctLc,.! . . . . . . . .  1.2 5.2 5.4 
Snndsrs L ~ a n l .  
Houston Black Clay. 
derr 
alvs 
ERIMENTS W I T H  LAMAR AND TRAVIS COUNTY SO1 
The results of pot experiments on two soils each of these are 
?n in  Table 17. 
The experiments do not indicate a deficiency of potash except wii 
i loam, which contains sufficient potash according to the chemi, 
iis. 
The four soils appear to respond to the fertilization with phosphor 
~ g h  the result with the Houston black clay is  almost doubtful. 
Lufkia clay. 
I LS. 
!as are 
th San- 
cal an- 
ic acid, 
Yazoo Sandy Loam. 
An application of phosphoric acid is denoted by P., potash by K, I: 
by N. 
(38)  
SOILS O F  BEXA R COUN 
by the 
- - 
rpes of s 
- .  - . 
Twelve tj oils were mapped ils Survey in Be3 
a r  County, of which nine have been subjected to analysis by us. There a r e  
two soils of the Norfolk series, two of the Houston series, and the other 
belong to several series. 
Norfolk Soils. 
The type characteristics of this group have been described in page 1 4  
The soils whic2 occur in this area are described as  follows: 
Norfolk Sand is a coarse to medium sand, brownish gray to gray in 
colcr, 10 inches deep, with a similar subsoil but lighter in color. I t  is  well 
drained, b ~ t  of little value on account of the semi-aril conditions of the area 
Norfolk silt loam is a loam of medium texture 6 to 8 inches deep, ycl 
lowish brown to dark brown in color. The subsoil is brown LO krownisl 
yellow, 2nd a lltt!e looser in texture than the surfzce soil. This soil i; 
much eroded, the water runs off in ravines and gullies and for this reason 
is of the least desirable soils in the area. A small acreage is under cul 
tivation. 
Houston Soils. 
The general characteristics of these soils have bee2 given on page 15. 
The scils of this a res  are cl.escribed as  folloms: 
Houston black loam is a heavy grayish-brown to dark brown lonm o r  
clzy loam S to 16 inches deep. The subsoil has the same texture but 
changes gradually from brownish gray to yellow a t  depth of 4 or 5 feet. 
This soil is friable, easily worked, retains moisture well, endures drought, 
and is productive. Cotton, corn, and sorghum are grown. This is a desir- 
able soil. 
Houston black clay is a heavy clay, 7 inches deep grayish brown to black 
i: color with a similar subsoil but more compact and lighter in color. When 
dry and properly handled i t  is friable and easily worked,but when wet it  is ver:- 
sticky and gummy. The areas. are flat and poorly drained, the soil i: 
droughty but is  the best type in the area for pasture. 
Orangeburg Soils. 
The group characteristics of these soils are describecl on page 14, 
Orangeburg fine sand is a brownish recl to grayish red fine to mediun 
sandy loam 2 feet deep with a recl and sometimes yellowish clay subsoil. I 
is found on ridges and hill tops, has good drainage, is easily worked, re 
tains moisture well, and is largely under cultivation. The soil is  adaptec 
to cotton, c-orn, to!u:!toes, water melo~is and cantalouges. 
Orangeburg clay is a heavy red sandy loam or red clay loam 15 inche: 
deep with a red sandy clay subsoil. I t  is  found on crests of ridges, slope! 
of liills and on large rolling areas. I t  is mostly well chained, but in sonlr 
of the level areas the soil is so impervious to water that little is absorbed 
ancl the soil is very unproductive. Cotton, corn, and sorghum are grown 
and are fairly productve, but the soil is droughtly. 
* A description and map of the scils of this area is  published by tht 
Bureau of Soils as  "Soil Survey of the San Antonio Area, Texas'  by Thos 
A. Caine ancl W. S. Lyman. (Advance sheets-Field Operations of tht. 
Bureau of Soils, 1904). 
(39) 
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Other Soils. 
Portsmouth sandy loam is a bluish gray to dark colored sandy loan 
ie to medium texture 18  inches deep, with a similar subsoil. In 
eather it  becomes so hard and compact that i t  cannot be cultivated 
et weather i t  absorbs moisture well.. The local name is black sand. _ - 
surface is  rolling, the drainage good, but little is under cultivation, owing to 
the expense of clearing away the dense growth of mesquite which it  sup- 
ports. 
San Antonio clay loam is a brownish or chocolate colored loam or clay 
loam 8 to 12 inches deep, with a similar subsoil, which becomes gradually 
lighter in color. Large areas are under irrigation. I t  is very productive, 
and used for cotton, corn, sorghum, alfalfa, and truck. It  endures drought 
all. 
Austin fine sandy loam is  a brownish-yellow or reddish-gray colored fine 
ndy loam, with a similar subsoil, which becomes gradually lighter in color, 
lown locally as  "shelly land". This is  a level soil, drainage good, a good 
il, but inclined to be droughty. Cotton, corn, fruit, vegetables, and alfalfa 
e grown. 
Table 18.-Percentage Composition of Bexar County Soils. 
Surfa e 
Soil 
losphoric acid. . .02 
trogen . . . . . . . .04 
dash . . . . . . . . . . .05 
me . . . . . . . . . . .04 
~gnes i a  . . . . . . .02 
.rbon Dioxide. . .02 
Sulphur Trioxide .06 
Alumnia and . . . .31 
Oxide of Iron . . .27 
Insoluble and 
Soluble Silicia. . 97.95 
Loss on Ignition. 1.12 
il'loisture . . . . . . .24 
Surface Surface 
Soil soil 
.06 .08 
.18 .I2 
.80 .32 
3.06 1.16 
.73 1.83 
1.31 
.06 
Surface Surface Surface 
: oll Soil Soil 
.02 .09 .03 
.05 .ll .OS 
.25 .45 .23 
.I8 .35 3.40 
.01 .35 .37 
.01 .02 2.60 
.02 
2.56 11.43 6.88 
Surface Surf. 
Soil Soil 
.08 . l l  
.08 .11 
.47 .03 
8.06 23.64 
4.01 .62 
5.23 
.07 
5.83 4.29 
1.78 
Table 19.-Interpretation of Analyses. 
Orangeburg 
fine sand 
Phosphoric acid .. .Low 
Nitrogen ......... Low 
Potash . . . . . . . . . . .  Good 
Lime . . . . . . . . . . . .  Abui~dant 
Depth of Soil . . . .  24" 
Yield of Cotton .... l/z-1 
Yield of Corn ..... 35 
Local opinion Produc- 
tive 
Orangeb'g Portsmouth San Antmio Austin 
clay sanciy loam clay loam fine san. 
dy loam 
Fair Low Good Good 
Fair Fair Fair Good 
Fr~i r  Good . Goo L Low 
Fair Abundant AbundantAbundanl 
15" '- 18" 8 1-2" 2 
- 
- 1/2-3/4 B. 
- - 35 35 bu. 
Droughty Little Produc- Produc- 
L ~ V P  Partly pro- Cdtivat- tive " 
ductive ed 
Norfolk Norfolk Houston Houston 
sand silt loam black loam black clay 
Phosph(:rjc Acid . .Low . Low Good Good 
Nitrogen . . . . . . . . . .  Low Fair Very good Good 
Potash . . . . . . . . . . .  Low Sufficient Good Good 
Lime . . . . . . . . . . . .  Low Low Abundant Abundant 
Depth of Soil . . . . .  10" 6-8" 8-15'' 7" 
Yield of Cotton . . .  - - 2-3 1 .... 
Yield of Corn . . . . .  - - 30 50 bu. 
Local opinicn Not utilized Not desira- Productive Droughty 
(droughty) able (droughty) 
COMPOSITION O F  BEXAR COUNTY SOILS. 
Table 18 contains the chemical analyses made of the soils of thi.; area 
and Table 19 the interpretation of the same. Moisture conditions are very 
important in this area. 
Phosphoric acid is low in the Norfolk sand, Norfolk silt loam, Orange- 
fine sand and Portsmouth sandy loam. 
Nitrogen is low in the Norfolk sand and Orangeburg fine sand. The oth- 
e r  soils contain a fair amount. 
Potash is low in the Norfolk sand and Austin fine sandy loam. 
Lime is low in the Norfolk sand and Norfolk silt loam. The oth- 
.er soils contain an  abundance of lime. 
POT EXPERIMENTS.  
' The results of the pot experiments are presented in Table 19. The San 
Artonio clay loam appears to be deficient in potash. All the soils tested ap- 
pear to respond to applications of phosphoric acid fertilizers. 
Table 20. Pot Experiments with Bexar County Soils. 
Laboratory 
Number NK 
Gm 
135 Norfolk sand (cotton) ....................... .15.3 
128 Norfolk silt loam (cotton) .................... 3.1 
127 Houkton black clay (corn) .................... 6.9 
1 3 1  Orangeburg fine sand (corn) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.1 
i 3 4  San Antonio clay loam (corn) ................ 6.6 
(41) 
Crop per pot 
PNK PN 
Gm Gm 
18.2 19.3 
4.9 4.2 
12.0 12.2 
14.1 
9.5 6.9 
Norfolk Silt Loam. 
Houston Black Clay. 
San -4ntonio Clay IJc3,m 
An application of phosphoric acid is denoted by P., Potash b y  I<. 
and nitrogen by N. 
( 4 2 )  
Norfolk Sand. 
Orangeburg Fine Sand. 
(43)  
SOILS O F  H A Y S  COUNTY.* 
This area includes; in aadition to Hays county, parts of Caldwell, 
trop, and Gudaloupe counties. The sciils represented are the HOI 
series (blzcic prairie soils) and miscel~aneous soils. 
Houston Series. 
Bas- 
lston 
Houston loam of Hays county is  a dark gray to light brown loam 10 
D 12 inches deep, grading into a dark-drab to heavy loam subsoil, termed 
~ca l l y  black sandy or  mixed land. The topography is  rolling. Cotton, corn, 
egetables, and sorghum are grown, especially sweet potatoes and toma 
Houston black clay is  a heavy black clay 10 to 12 inches deep wj 
tiff, heavy clay subsoil, which becomes lighter with the depth. When 
ultivated i t  is  loamy and friable, and, when wet i t  is  stiff and tenac 
The local name is  "'black waxy." I t  occupies low rounded hills and ri 
and also prairies. This soil is  the most valuable farming soil in the : 
being productive and durable. I t  is  adapted to cotton, corn, and fo 
crops. 
Houston clay is a dark brown to black clay 10 to 12 inches deep with a 
tiff heavy drab clay subsoil gradually changing to chalky limestone. The soil 
; well drained, with rolling surface. This land is  used for pasture, and cot- 
,an, corn, sorghum, and potatoes are grown. The soil suffers during d r o v ~ h t  
Crawford Series. 
,toes. 
ith a 
well 
ious. 
dges 
wea, 
lrage 
These are residual limestone soils of the prairie regions, charactel 
by dark loam to reddish loam surface soils and reddish brown to red sub- 
soils. While derived from limestones, the soils usually contain only a small 
percentage of lime, differing very materially in this repect from the soils of 
the Houston series, occurring in the cretaceous black prairies of the coastal 
plain. 
Crawford stony clay of Hays county is a dark loam to reddish I 
clay 8 to 10 inches deep which grades into a stiff clay subsoil of a slig 
redder color. The underlying limestone is  2 to 4 feet below the surface. 
roportion of stones is  so large that  the land is  unfit for agricultural pur- 
jses, though when the stones have been removed the soil is very produc- 
ve. I t  i s  used chiefly for pasture. 
Crawford Silt  Clay is a brown to reddish brown clay loam 10 to I 2  
inches deep with a heavy silty clay subsoil of slightly redder color. This 
soil breaks up into a loamy granular condition, and is  easily put into a 
thorough state of cultivation. This is  the principal truck soil of the area, 
onions principally being grown. I t  is  also considered as  an excellent soil '--- 
general farming; corn, cotton, peanuts, and alfalfa do well. 
* A description and map of the soils of this area is  published by 
, Bureau of Soils of the U. S. Department of Agriculture "Soils Surve! 
the San Marcos Area, Texas" by A. W. Mangum and W. S. Lyman (Advc 
Sheets, Field Operations of the Burean of Soils, 1906.) 
the 
Other Soils. 
~ ~ a n c o  loam 1s a ueavy gray loam or silt loam 10 incues ueep with a 
light brown heavy silt loam subsoil. When wet or recently cultivated the 
surface appears brown. The soil is well adapted to general farm crops and 
vegetables, but occurs only in limited areas. Cotton, corn, Irish potatoes, 
and alfalfa do well. 
Susquehanna fine sandy loam is a gray to light brown fine saody loam 
10 to 15 inches deep with a stiff impervious clay subsoil dark red to brown 
in color. The soil is easily cultvated but runs together after heavy rains 
becoming very compact. This soil is  not a s  productive a s  the black prairie 
lond, but is adapted to a greater variety of crops. I t  is  especially adapted 
tc  watermelons, sweet potatoes, and peanuts. I t  is  also well adapted to 
fruits, such as  peaches, plums, and blackberries. Cowpeas do well and ben- 
efit the land when ploughed under. Cotton is  also grown. 
Wabash clay is a heavy black clay 10 inches deep with a stiff tenacious 
clay subsoil. I t  is  an alluvial soil, subject to inundation, and is  very pro- 
clnctve. It  is especially adapted to corn; sorghum and cotton are also grown. 
l-ABLE 2 
-- 
Houston JSLUII ~ U U ~ L U I I  LI av Crawford ~squehana Waba 
Loam Black / Clay Stony Silt Clay 
Clay I Loam 
Surface Subsoil ISurface Subsoil Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoi. Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoil Surface Subsoil Surface 1 Soil 1 S o  5oi1 1 Soil 1 Soil 1 Soil ) )I Soil 1 1 Soil 1 1 
I 
..... . . .  'hosphoric A c i d . .  .......... .01 .11 .10 .33 . I2  .10 .04 .04 ' .15 
..... . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  qitrogeu .18 .13 .06 .28 .20 .28 .18 .09 .ll .07 .09 05 .13 
..... P o t s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 9 . . . . .  .28 .78 .81 .05 .40 -34 .43 .41 
..... Lime .................. .37 ...... 16.61 1.58 1.62 34.91 34.44 .70 .62 9.86 
..... ...... Magnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .23 .62 .22 .44 .45 .30 02 .83 .24 .91 .48 .20 1.27 .96 
Carbon Dioxide ............ .09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '" 
.... .......... ...... . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sulphur Trioxide .05 ............ .02 . O i  .10 .03 .13 .10 
............ 2lumina and 
..... . . . . . . . . . .  ..... 3xide of Iron . .  1 6.23 9.74 12.64 12.!7 8.27 16.01 15.60 15.011 15.54 5.76 5.30 15 12 14.40 52.56 
..... ...... :nsoluble and Soluble Silicia 85.24 42.07 48.91 38.75 26.90 45.09 41 75 63.19 62.81 23 61 22 44 72.39 73 38 9.98 
. . . .  ..... . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ,oss on Ignition 4.35 7.62 9.75 8.69 12.00 13.44 7.44 9 79 12.20 7.73 5.20 7.72 
. . . .  ..... Moisture.. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .  2.32 ............ 7.01 5.30 5.00 6.12 6.61 8.45 8.59 2.75 2.51 5.35 5.65 
---- 
CHEMICAL COF O N  O F  HAYS CC 
Table 21 contains thc a1 analyses of th  
and Table 22 the intermetanon or the results. 
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POT EXPERIMENTS.  
Table 22 shows the results of the pot experiments on th 
The Houston clay and Susquehanna fine sandy loam 
spond to fertilization with potash. 
All the soils tested appear to respond to nitrogenous fertilizer. 
They all appear to respond to applications of phosphatic fertilize 
Crawford stony clay is  least responsive in this respect. 
lese soils 
appear to re- 
?r. The 
Hays ( Experiments with 
I 
number KN 
334 HotULuu lvam (corn) ................. 8.5 
324 Houston black clay (corn) ............ 6.4 
330 Crawford stony clay (corn) .......... .15.0 
336 Susquehanna fine sandy loam (corn) ... 2.1 
338 Wabash clay (corn) .................. 7.1 
Crop per 
PNK PK 
30.1 . 16.0 
16.1 12.8 10.2 
19.8 17.0 10.1 
20.1 12.0 7.5 
12.0 15.1 . 7.0 
Hou ston Loam Crawford Stony CL 
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Summary and Conclusions. 
1. Chemical analyses and pot experiments are here reported. Typical 
samples of Texas soils, collected from Anderson, Houston, Travis, Bexar, 
Hays and Lamar counties were studied. . 
2. The plant food in the soil is an  important factor in crop produc- 
tion, and is subject to control by the tiller of the soil, though there are 
other factors equally important. 
3. A fertile soil supplies active plant food; that is  plant food in such forms 
that the plant can take i t  up. The amount of active plant food in a 
given soil depends upon the nature of the soil and the treatment ta 
which i t  has been subjected. 
4. The physical and chemical causes of low crop yields are discussed. 
The chemical causes are acidity, alkali, and deficiency in active plant 
food, in active lime, and in organic matter. 
5. In maintaining soil fertility, the losses of organic matter should be 
restored, a sufficient supply of active lime must be maintained, and a sufficient 
quantity of active phosphoric acid, potash, and nitrogen must be kept in  
the soil. 
6. The losses of active plant fcod may be restored by application of 
manure, and by use of commercial ferti1:zcrs. 
7. Every farmer should grow leguminous crops, such as  alfalfa, cow- 
peas, peanuts, etc., a s  much a s  possible, for his own use, for sale, and 
for ploughing under. In this way nitrogen is secured from the air and 
utilized. 
8. The chemical analysis of a soil must be considered in connectiog 
with other facts which influence its fertility. Chemical analysis with 
strong acids gives information in regard to the strength and wearing quali- 
ties of the soil, and is of more permanent value than estimation of the 
active plant food, because the amount of the latter may change from 
year to year. 
9. Pot experiments give information in regard to the immediate 
needs of the soil for plant food. 
10. The chemical composition of samples of the same type fram widely 
separated areas are strikingly similar in the soils we have examined. 
11. The soil series appear to have definite chemical characteristics, 
though some variation is  observed. The productiveness of the soils is  
related to the chemical composition. 
12. The average quantity of plant food in each series of soils, and 
the number of crops of cotton and corn that may be produced wltll 
this quantity, is given in the tables. Since nitrogen is  washed from the 
soil, as  well as  taken up by the crop, the store of nitrogen would be 
exhausted first, the phosphoric acid next, and the potash last of all. 
13. A description and a chemical analyses is  given of the soils of 
Anderson, Houston, Hays, Lamar, Bexar, and Travis counties. Inter- 
pretation of the analysis is  made for each soil examined. 
were made on a number of soils to test the 
nmediate needs of the soils for phosphoric acid, potash, and nitrogen. 
The Texas soils which we have tested respond to phosphoric acid 
1 almost all cases, very often to nitrogen, and not very often to potash. 
15. As a general rule, the soils of Texas respond to phosphoric acid 
2rtilizers most, next to nitrogen, and least of all to potash. 
